
Geostrategic Focus Series 
Climate & Defense :  

What Stakes? 

The conférence on climate and defense : what stakes? (“Climat et Défense : quels enjeux?”) 
took place in Paris on October 14, 2015 at Ecole Militaire. 


Introductions by Laurent Fabius and Nicolas Hulot underlined the main message of this 
high level conference : Security and Peace are at stake, menaced by climate change, as 
well as putting at risk our vital resources, food and water.  


Rising temperatures, submersions of coastal cities where 70% of the world’s population 
live, will cause migrations.  The location and allocation of fossil fuels are unevenly distribu-
ted geographically and as they become scarce, are more and more likely to be at the origin, 
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the cause  of present and future conflicts.  De-carbonising the economy will reduce the in-
cidence of conflict.


The success of the COP21 has to universal and legally binding.  There has to be a long-
term vision, with investments in technology and investments in the South, where  $62 billion 
will be invested.  We need to rehabilitate the earth, the soil to fight against desertification to 
allow countries to produce their own food and energies.


The increase in temperatures and drought has directly provoked the migration of the Syrian 
population.


Epidemics, decreasing energy resources set off migrations; it is necessary to guarantee ac-
cess to fresh water.  The Arctic presents great promise for its rich resources.


So what efforts would be needed to have a greener Defense?  Several measures start with 
Insulation, recycling and clean energies.  N.B., The American military considers climate 
change a security risk since 2010.


The three main themes of the conference were : 


1) Stress/pressure on Natural Resources and Food Security 

First roundtable began on looking at  the stress on natural resources and food security,  as 
underlined by @UNEP representative Ibrahim Thiaw.  Security is key and the link was made 
between conflict, poor governance of natural resources, which has produced 18 conflicts.  
The deforestation, the declining biosphere result inexorably in human immunity, leaving 
them vulnerable to both human and physical barriers for defense.  Recycling and reduction 
of waste and waste management is key. 


The Minister of Defense from #Ghana spoke in #Stockholm 15 years ago on #security risks 
dangers of #hunger & #poverty in #Africa, and said his warnings had largely been ignored. 
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“Nous sommes 
d e v e n u s d e s 
spécialistes de 
l'urgence : nous 
sommes dispo-
nibles 24h.” 
-Général Pierre de Villiers, 
Chef d’état major des Ar-
mées

https://twitter.com/UNEP
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Ghana?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Stockholm?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/security?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/hunger?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/poverty?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Africa?src=hash


#Food #security  is at peril as forests are reduced to desserts in #Ghana, and as land pro-
ductivity is reduced as a result of erosion.  Where once there was a multitude of #fish, 
nowadays, fisherman and fish, have become rare. 


The aspect and the importance of geography of security was underlined, a determinant to 
natural resources and food security.  But how, afterall, can we define food? Should we only 
measure it in terms of #calories? As many young people went hungry in face of climate and 
resources diminishing or changing over time, the Minister pointed out the direct link after 
9/11 between #hunger and #terrorism.    

The Minister of #Defense de #Niger Karidjo again underlined the factor of geography, 17 
million inhabitants in a country where the dessert advances 11 to 15 meters per year.  With 
the increasing demographic growth, at often seven children per woman, the population is 
indeed stressing the capacity of the country to satisfy and ensure social stability, where lots 
of people are ripe targets for #BokoHaram, which has taken over villages, productions of all 
kinds; in other words, if the young people want to work, their only solution is the terrorist 
group.


It is thus critical that there are #Investment In #renewables in #Africa critical, in order to pre-
vent another #migration crisis . #Energy = #Development


As long as there is arable land, which is a considerable security asset, there will in fact be  
security.  When, as is the case of Congo, where natural resources were and are being lost 
to illicite, non-state actors, the cause and source of these conflicts runs very deep.  In order 
to offer some security, the peacekeeping missions are present and cost $1 billion a year. 


2) Extreme Climate events and Human Security 

The minister of Defense of Haiti made a vibrant appeal regarding his country, its geographic 
position and its vulnerability to climate change.  When the defense of a country is not gua-
ranteed, interference/ingérence, is certain, especially after the earthquake in 2012.  Its geo-
graphic position puts it into a situation of permanent insecurity.  Thus, the importance of 
armed forces to ensure national, pubic and civilian security.  The index of vulnerability of 
Haiti is 12.9/13.  The large numbers of cyclones that pass over Haiti has resulted in the des-
truction of 60% of its architectural and historic heritage, not to mention the destruction of 
food crops, setting in motion a number of displaced peoples. 


The biggest challenge for Chad is the lake drying up.  Climate catastrophes are not traditio-
nal menaces/threats.  


Seychelles  presents the challenges of an island state of 90,000 inhabitants w/EEZ 1 million  
km2. Piracy was and still is a major threat to human security. #Ocean #acidification is a ma-
jor threat to marine life, and the health of the ocean, on which we all depend.  Seychelles 
has put forward an ambitious special Marine plan for its immense #EEZ for research, edu-
cation and climate change. The governance of #ocean spaces should be addressed.
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3) What implications/incidence on Defense Policies ? 


Abdeltif Loudyi  of Morocco stated that his country has engaged very early and sustainable 
development  and it has been inscribed in the constitution. Managing borders, the flows of 
population towards the cities, has created a destabilising microcosm for criminality and ter-
rorism. 


Julian Brazier  of the United Kingdom  underlined how we are now all interconnected and 
how this interdependency affects us, increasing competition for scarce natural resources. 
Our prosperity is at risk. We want long-term commitments to send the right signal to busi-
nesses to invest in clean technologies. We have to Improve military resilience, reduce the 
use and dependancy on fossil fuels. Innovation is critical, as is International cooperation w/
#France. An alliance is international by design and the #UK contributes 2% to NATO and its 
#Spearhead operation.


General Pierre de Villiers outlined the consequences on the French army : the inflation of 
engagement; preventive/pre-emptive measures and deployment, watching over the popula-
tions, trying to anticipate conflicts.  Climate change has brought on a multiplier of threats, 
where poverty flourishes and results in terrorism.  It is important to think and plan long-term 
and try to resolve crisis, requiring the production of arms.  Our relation with nature has long 
been proven.  But it is only when our security has been ensured, that the population can 
think about being sustainable. 


And we have by design become specialists of urgency.  We have 30,000 troops abroad; we 
are on-call 24/7. And we have had to lean on and call on our reservists.  The trans-border 
approach is important, but we have to have our own défense capacity.  


Can start-ups provide the Defense Ministry with innovative solutions?  It is time to break out 
of the box  and face up to the gravity of climate change and terrorism.  
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